
Farmhouse Series Installation Guide 

 

Speciality installation to stone, marble, granite or butcher
block require the services of a countertop fabricator.  

All sink installation configurations require allowance for
faucet installation.  Sufficient clearance should be made
for both a faucet and backsplash. 
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Farmhouse sinks require sink base cabinets with an open front to
accommodate a 10" deep sink. Additional structural supports on the
inside frame of the sink base cabinet is required. The structural supports 
must support the weight of the sink and any attachments such as
garbage disposals.

When lowering he sink onto the cabinet support, ensure that the top of 
the sink is evenly flush against the bottom of the countertop.Allowances
should be made for the water supply line, drains and garbage disposal.

Structually Sound Cabinet Base

Before installation define the cut area with a easily erasable writing
implement.  Determine the reveal best suited for your undermount
application. Also take into account the front extension of the sink when
preparing for installation. 

Determine the Reveal

As required apply clean lines of sealant to act as a gasket between the
sink and the cabinet base. 

Apply Sealant

Clean both the bottom of the countertop and the rim of the sink with
denatured alcohol.  Carefully apply beads of silicone around the rim of
the sink.  Lower the countertop onto the sink. Remove all excess silicone
sealant with a suitable cleaner. 

A Clean Installation
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INSTALLATION ALTERNATIVES 
Countertop extends past the sink’s edges
by 1/8 of an inch and overlaps the sink rim.

Negative Reveal

The sink edge is completely flush with
countertop. The sink rim is covered.  

Zero Reveal / Flush-Mount

The sink’s edge extends 3/8 of an inch past
the countertop. The sink’s rim is exposed.   

Positive Reveal


